In order to obtain Markov heavy-traffic approximations for infinite-server queues with general non-exponential service-time distributions and general arrival processes, possibly with time-varying arrival rates, we establish heavy-traffic limits for two-parameter stochastic processes. We consider the random variables Q e (t, y) and Q r (t, y) representing the number of customers in the system at time t that have elapsed service times less than or equal to time y, or residual service times strictly greater than y. We also consider W r (t, y) representing the total amount of work in service time remaining to be done at time t + y for customers in the system at time t. The two-parameter stochastic-process limits in the space D([0, ∞), D) of D-valued functions in D draw on, and extend, previous heavy-traffic limits by Glynn and Whitt (1991) , where the case of discrete service-time distributions was treated, and Krichagina and Puhalskii (1997) , where it was shown that the variability of service times is captured by the Kiefer process with second argument set equal to the service-time c.d.f.
Introduction
One reason heavy-traffic limits for queueing systems are useful is that they show that nonMarkov stochastic processes describing system performance can be approximated by Markov stochas-discussed in [19, 47, 30, 14, 27] , the limit process is Gaussian, which implies that the distribution of Q(t) itself is approximately normal, but the limiting Gaussian stochastic process is non-Markov, unless the service times are exponential (plus a minor additional case, [13, 27] ).
We consider a stochastic process characterizing the system state for which the associated heavytraffic limit process is Markov. We do so in two ways: First, we consider the two-parameter stochastic process {Q e (t, y) : t ≥ 0, y ≥ 0}, where Q e (t, y) represents the number of customers in the system at time t with elapsed service times less than or equal to time y. We do not pay attention to specific customers or servers but only count the total numbers. The random quantity Q e (t, y) is an observable quantity given the system history up to time t. We recommend that the stochastic process {Q e (t, y) : t ≥ 0, y ≥ 0} be used in models and measured in practice. Ways to exploit such ages for control are discussed in [9] .
So far, we have used elapsed service times, because they are directly observable. We can equally well work with residual service times, and consider the process Q r (t, y) counting the number of customers in the system at time t with residual service times strictly greater than y. With i.i.d. service times having c.d.f. F , we can go from one formulation to the other. If the elapsed service time is y, then the residual service time has distribution F y (x) ≡ F (x + y)/F c (y) for x ≥ 0, where F c (y) ≡ 1 − F (y). If the service times are learned when service begins, then both Q r (t, y) and Q e (t, y) are directly observable. Otherwise, elapsed service times correspond to what we observe, while residual service times represent the future load, whose distribution we may want to describe.
We regard {Q e (t, ·) : t ≥ 0} and {Q r (t, ·) : t ≥ 0} as function-valued stochastic processes, in particular, random elements of the function space D D ; see §2.3. Since the functions Q e (t, y) (Q r (t, y)) are nondecreasing (nonincreasing) in y, we can also regard Q e (t, ·) and Q r (t, ·) as measurevalued processes, but we will work in the framework D D .
For the M/GI/∞ model, it is easy to see that the stochastic process {Q e (t, ·) : t ≥ 0} is a Markov process; [10, 33] (where references to earlier work are given). The key idea, expressed in the proof of Theorem 1 of [10] , is a Poisson-random-measure representation. For the more general GI/GI/∞ model, having a non-Poisson renewal arrival process, the stochastic process {Q e (t, ·) : t ≥ 0} is in general not Markov from that perspective, because the future evolution also depends on the elapsed interarrival time. The Markov property is violated more severely when the arrival process is not renewal. However, just as for the G/GI/s model discussed above, the heavy-traffic limit for the arrival process typically does have independent increments, so this non-Markovian aspect disappears in the heavy-traffic limit. In the limit, Q e (t, y) for the G/GI/∞ model is asymptotically equivalent to what it would be in the corresponding M/GI/∞ model, except for a constant factor Proof Strategy. Our proof builds on previous work by Glynn and Whitt [14] and Krichagina and Puhalskii [27] . First, a restricted form of the desired two-parameter stochastic-process limit was already established in Theorem 3 of [14] for the case of service-time distributions with finite support. That result is only stated in D for arbitrary fixed second parameter y, but it can be extended quite easily to the function space D D . Since distributions with finite support are dense in the space of all probability distributions, one might consider the matter settled. However, much
depends on the precise assumptions made about the service-time distribution. The goal should be to treat general service-time distributions without any extra conditions. We should not need to assume that any moments are finite or that the c.d.f. is continuous or absolutely continuous.
One important feature of [27] is that they treat completely general service-time distributions.
However, they do not state limits for two-parameter queueing processes. It might seem that it should be a routine extension to do so, but we show that is not so, because a candidate limit process is not a random element of the space D D for discontinuous service-time c.d.f.'s, as we explain in Remark 3.3. Fortunately, however, the argument in [27] can be extended to the two-parameter case if we restrict attention to continuous service-time c.d.f.'s, which we do.
A key idea in [14] is to treat service-time distributions with finite support by representing them as finite mixtures of deterministic service-time c.d.f.'s, and then split the arrival process into corresponding arrival processes associated with each deterministic service time; see §3 of [14] , especially, Proposition 3.1. That step relies on the FCLT for split counting processes, as in §9.5 of [48] . The mixture argument extends quite directly to treat arbitrary discrete distributions. It also extends to arbitrary distributions if we can treat continuous service-time c.d.f.'s, but the proof in [14] does not seem to extend naturally to continuous service-time c.d.f.'s.
Hence, for the final case of a continuous service-time c.d.f., we draw heavily on [27] . Our limits for continuous service-time c.d.f.'s are extensions of theirs, obtained using the same function space and the same martingale arguments. The proof in [27] already took a two-parameter approach and, following Louchard [30] , showed that it is fruitful to view the service times through the associated sequential empirical process (in (2.3) below). They showed that a scaled version of the sequential empirical process converges to the two-parameter standard Kiefer process, with the service time c.d.f. in the second argument (see (2.6) below). This convergence was established in the space D D ; see §2.3.
Other Related Literature. As noted in [27] , the relevance of the two-parameter Kiefer process for the infinite-server queue was first observed by Louchard [30] . The results here were briefly outlined in §6.4 in our survey [36] . (The first drafts of this paper were written at that time.)
Related fluid limits for measure-valued processes have since been obtained in [25, 23, 53] . However, the first fluid limit for two-parameter processes for this model evidently was the fluid limit in §6
of [49] for the discrete-time version of that more general G t (n)/GI/s + GI model, having both time-dependent and state-dependent arrivals. Decreusefond and Moyal [8] established a FCLT for the M/GI/∞ model. In contemporaneous work, Reed and Talreja [41] extend the result in [8] to the G/GI/∞ model and show that the limit processQ e can be regarded as an infinite-dimensional (distribution-valued) OU process, thus proving that the limit process {Q e (t, ·) : t ≥ 0} is a Markov process. In these other papers, like [14] , there are extra regularity conditions on the service-time c.d.f. Moreover, the alternative spaces admit fewer continuous functions.
Organization of this paper. We start with preliminaries in §2. In §3 we state our main results, focusing only on new arrivals (ignoring any customers initially in the system). In §4 we characterize the limit processes. In §5 we treat the initial conditions, and treat all customers in the system.
In §6 we prove the main theorem: Theorem 3.2, focusing on the case of continuous service-time distribution. In §6.1 we prove the continuity of the representation of some key processes in the space D D . In §6.2 we continue the proof by establishing tightness of the key processes. In §6.3
we complete the proof by establishing convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions. There is also a longer version of the present paper [37] available from the authors' web sites. It has a longer introduction; it shows how known results for the special case of exponential service times can be derived from our formulas; it presents supporting technical details, including basic facts about the Brownian sheet, the Kiefer process, two-parameter stochastic integrals, tightness criteria in the space D D and some detailed calculations.
Preliminaries

Initial Conditions and Assumptions
It is convenient to treat the congestion experienced by customers initially in the system separately from the congestion experienced by new arrivals, because they usually can be regarded as being asymptotically independent. Thus we first focus only on new arrivals and then later treat the initial conditions in §5.
Assumptions for the Arrival Processes. We consider a sequence of G/GI/∞ queues indexed by n, where the arrival rate is increasing in n. For the n th system, let A n (t) be the number of arrivals by time t and τ n i the time of the i th arrival. We assume that the sequence of arrival processes satisfy a FCLT, specified below. All singleparameter continuous-time stochastic processes are assumed to be random elements of the function space D ≡ D([0, ∞), R) with the usual Skorohod J 1 topology [2, 48] . Convergence x n → x as n → ∞ in the J 1 topology is equivalent to uniform convergence on compact subsets (u.o.c.) when the limit function x is continuous. Throughout, we will have a bar, as inĀ n (t), to denote the law of large number (LLN) scaling (as in (2.2) below) and a hat, as inÂ n (t), to denote the central limit theorem (CLT) scaling (as in (2.1) below). 
As an immediate consequence of Assumption 1, we have an associated functional weak law of
In order to obtain a limiting Markov process we will also assume that the limiting stochastic procesŝ A has independent increments, but we will obtain limits more generally.
The Standard Case. The standard case in Assumption 1 has specialā andÂ. For the FWLLN limit, the standard case isā(t) = λt, t ≥ 0 for some positive constant λ, which corresponds to an arrival rate of λ n ≡ λn in the n th system, but our more general form allows for time-varying arrival rates as in [10, 33, 32] .
For the FCLT limitÂ, the standard case is BM. That occurs when the arrival processes are scaled versions of a common renewal process with interarrival times having mean λ −1 and SCV c 2 a . ThenÂ(t) = λc 2 a B a (t), where B a is a standard BM. Of course, the convergence to BM in (2.1) holds much more generally, e.g., see Chapter 4 of [48] . Except for the SCV c 2 a , in the standard case Assumption 1 makes the arrival process asymptotically equivalent to a Poisson process. Thus, in the standard case, the limiting results will be identical to the limit for the M/GI/∞ model when c 2 a = 1, and very similar for c 2 a = 1. Actually, there is an important structural difference when c 2 a = 1, which we discuss in §4.
Assumptions for the Service Times and the Empirical Process.
Assumption 2: a sequence of i.i.d. random variables. We assume that the service times of new arrivals come from a sequence of i.i.d. nonnegative random variables {η i : i ≥ 1} with a general c.d.f. F , independent of n and the arrival processes.
As in [27] , it is significant that our queue-length heavy-traffic limits over finite time intervals do not require more assumptions about the service-time c.d.f. F . It need not have a finite mean.
However, for subsequent results we will need to assume in addition that F has a finite mean µ −1
and even a finite second moment with SCV c 2 s . Krichagina and Puhalskii [27] observed that it is fruitful to view the service times through the two-parameter sequential empirical process 
for t ≥ 0 and x ≥ 0.
These stochastic-process limits are based on corresponding limits in the case of random variables
Extending previous results by Bickel and Wichura [1] , Krichagina and Puhalskii [27] showed that 5) where U (t, x) is the standard Kiefer process; see Csörgö and Révész [7] , Gaenssler and Stute [12] , and van der Vaart and Wellner [45] . In particular, U (t, x) = W (t, x) − xW (t, 1), where W (t, x) is a two-parameter BM (Brownian sheet), so that U (·, x) is a BM for each fixed x, while U (t, ·) is a Brownian bridge for each fixed t. The Brownian bridge B 0 can be defined in terms of a standard BM B by B 0 (t) ≡ B(t) − tB(1), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1; it corresponds to BM conditional on having B(1) = 0.
It is significant thatK n can be expressed as a simple composition ofÛ n with the c.d.f. F in the second component. We thus havê argument. That will turn out to be important when we treat the remaining-workload process. As a consequence of the FCLT in (2.6), we immediately obtain the associated FWLLN
where again there is uniformity in x over [0, ∞).
Prelimit Processes
Let Q e n (t, y) represent the number of customers in the n th queueing system at time t that have elapsed service times less than or equal to y; let Q r n (t, y) represent the corresponding number that have residual service times strictly greater than y. Let Q t n (t) represent the total number (the superscript t) of customers in the n th queueing system at time t. Clearly, Q t n (t) = Q e n (t, t) = Q r n (t, 0), and
From (2.8) , it is evident that we can construct all three processes Q e n , Q r n and Q t n from either Q e n or Q r n . Observe that Q r n and Q e n can be expressed as
From (2.9), we see the connection to the sequential empirical processK n in (2.3). Indeed, the key observation (following [27] ) is that we can rewrite the random sums in (2.9) as integrals with respect to the random fieldK n by
forK n in (2.3). These two-dimensional integrals in (2.10) are two-dimensional Stieltjes integrals.
In the present context, the integrals in (2.10) are understood to be (defined as) the random sums in (2.9).
Lemma 2.1 (representation of Q r n and Q e n ) The processes Q r n and Q e n defined in (2.9) and (2.10) can be represented as
12)
with the integrals in (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) all defined as Stieltjes integrals for functions of bounded variation as integrators.
Proof. Apply (2.4) to get the first relation in (2.16). (Right away, from (2.6), we see that
.) Use (2.4) and (2.3) to get the rest of (2.16) and
Combine (2.10) and (2.17) to get (2.11). The alternative representation forX n,2 (t, y) holds becausê K n (t, ∞) = 0 and thusR n (t, ∞) = 0 for all t.
We will also consider several related processes. Let F e n (t, ·) and F r n (t, ·) represent the empirical age distribution and the empirical residual distribution at time t in the n th system, respectively, i.e.,
and
For each n and t, F e n (t, ·) and F r n (t, ·) are proper c.d.f.'s. Let D n (t) count the number of departures in the interval [0, t]; clearly, D n (t) ≡ A n (t) − Q t n (t) for t ≥ 0. We will also consider several processes characterizing the workload in total service time. For these limits, we will assume that we are in the standard case for the arrival process and impose extra moment conditions on the service-time c.d.f. F . The total input of work over [0, t] is
The amount of the workload to have arrived by time t that will be remaining after time t + y is
Then the total (remaining) workload at time t is W t n (t) ≡ W r n (t, 0). Finally, the total amount of completed service work by time t is C n (t) ≡ I n (t) − W t n (t).
The Space D D
Our limits for two-parameter processes will be in the space D D , which we regard as a subset of
, for a separable metric space S, is the space of all right-continuous S-valued functions with left limits in (0, ∞); see [2, 48] for background. We will be considering the subset of functions x(t, y) which have finite limits as the second argument y → ∞. For example, we have Q e n (t, y) = Q e n (t, t) for all y > t and Q r n (t, y) → 0 as y → ∞. We will be using the standard Skorohod [42] J 1 topology on all D spaces, but since all limit processes will have continuous sample paths, convergence in our space D D is equivalent to uniform convergence over subsets of the form [0, T ] × [0, ∞). (We already observed that we have such stronger uniform convergence over that non-compact set forK n to the Kiefer process in (2.5).) We refer to [44] for the convergence preservation of various functions in D D .
For two-parameter processes, one might consider using generalizations of the spaces of twoparameter real-valued functions considered by Straf [43] and Neuhaus [35] , but those spaces require limits to exist at each point in the domain (subset of R 2 ) through all paths lying in each of the four quadrants centered at that point. That works fine for the sequential empirical process K n , but not for Q r n (t, y). For example, suppose that the first two arrivals occur at times 1 and 3, and that the arrival at time 1 has a service time of 2. Then limits do not exist along all paths in the southeast and northwest quadrants at the point (t, y) = (2, 1), because there are discontinuities along a negative 45 o line running through that point. The value shifts from 0 to 1 at that line.
However, there is no difficulty in the larger space D D .
The Service-Time Distribution as a Mixture
The general service-time c.d.f. F has at most countably many discontinuity points. Let p d (p c ) be the total probability mass at the discontinuity (continuity) points, i.e., p d ≡ x≥0 ∆F (x) ≤ 1 and
To focus on the interesting case, suppose that 0 < p d < 1. We order the discontinuity points by the size of their probability mass in decreasing order (using the natural order in case of ties); i.e., let {x 1 ,x 2 , ...} be such that ∆F (
Define two proper c.d.f.'s F c and F d for a continuous random variable η c and a discrete random variable η d , respectively, by
Note that F can be represented as the mixture
Let A c n (t), A d n (t) and A d n,i (t) count the number of arrivals by time t with continuous service time, with a discrete service time, and with a deterministic service timex i , i = 1, 2, ..., respectively.
. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, for a general service-time c.d.f., we can decompose the system into two subsystems, one with arrival processes A c n and service-time distribution F c and the other with arrival processes A d n and discrete service times {x i : i ≥ 1} with distribution F d . We will adopt the method in [27] to analyze the first subsystem in the space D D , then the method in [14] to analyze the second subsystem, and then we put them together to obtain the limits for the whole system.
Main Results
In this section, we state the main results of this paper: the FWLLN and FCLT for the scaled processes associated with Q r n and W r n , along with the closely related processes. We give the proofs in §6. Define the LLN-scaled processesQ r n ≡ {Q r n (t, y), t ≥ 0, y ≥ 0} bȳ
and similarly for the processesQ e n ,Q t n ,D n ,W r n ,W t n ,Ī n andC n . Define the LLN-scaled processes
whereF e n (t, y) andF r,c n (t, y) are defined to be 0 ifQ t n (t) = 0 for some t. By Lemma 2.1,
When we focus on the amount of work, as in the workload processes, we use the stationaryexcess (or residual-lifetime) c.d.f. associated with the service-time c.d.f. F (assumed to have finite mean µ −1 ), defined by
The mean of F e is E[η 2 ]/2E[η] = (c 2 s + 1)/2µ; that will be used in part (c) of Theorem 3.1 below.
Theorem 3.1 (FWLLN)
(a) Under Assumptions 1 and 2,
, where the limits are deterministic functions:
q t (t) ≡q r (t, 0) =q e (t, t),f e (t, y) ≡q e (t, y)/q t (t),f r,c (t, y) ≡q r (t, y)/q t (t) andd =ā −q t .
(b) If, in addition to the assumptions in part (a),ā(t) = λt, t ≥ 0, and the service-time c.d.f.
F has finite mean µ −1 , then
jointly with the limits in (3.5), wherē
for F e in (3.4).
(c) If, in addition to the assumptions of parts (a) and
We obtain Theorem 3.1 as an immediate corollary to the following FCLT, which exploits centering by the deterministic limits above. For the FCLT, define the normalized processeŝ
for t ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0, and similarly for the other processes, using the centering terms above. By
Define the CLT-scaled processesÂ c n ≡ {Â c n (t) :
for t ≥ 0 and i ≥ 1.
The joint deterministic limits in Theorem 3.1 are equivalent to the separate one-dimensional limits, but that is not true for the FCLT generalization below. Let • be the composition function,
i.e., (x • y)(t) ≡ x(y(t)), t ≥ 0. Let d = mean equality in distribution.
Theorem 3.2 (FCLT)
where B is a standard BM, independent ofÂ, and the process
is an infinitedimensional BM with mean 0 and covariance matrix C where
, and the representations forQ r andQ e arê Q r (t, y) =X c,r
c,e (b) If, in addition to the assumptions in part (a),ā(t) = λt, t ≥ 0, and the service-time c.d.f.
(c) If, in addition to the assumptions in parts (a) and
in D 2 as n → ∞ jointly with the limits above, wherê
with B s being a standard BM independent ofÂ. Remark 3.1 The limit processesQ r andQ e can also be expressed as the sum of the following three mutually independent processeŝ
The asymptotic variability of the arrival process is captured byÂ, which appears only inX r 1 and X e 1 ; the asymptotic variability of the service process is captured byK c , which appears only in X c,r 2 andX c,e 2 ; while the asymptotic variability of service-time splitting is captured by S c and S d i , which appears only inX r 3 andX e 3 . Thus, in some sense, there is additivity of stochastic effects, as pointed out in [30, 27] , but this might be misinterpreted. Notice that bothX r 1 andX r 2 depend on the full service-time c.d.f. F , not just its mean. On the other hand, the arrival process beyond its deterministic rate only appears inX r 1 andX e 1 , so that there is a genuine asymptotic insensitivity to the arrival process beyond its rate inX c,r
This claim holds because, by (3.14), we can writeX c
which implies thatX c,r 21) and similarly forX 1 . The left limitÂ n (s−) in (3.21) is only needed if the functions F andÂ n have common discontinuities with positive probability. The second integral forX 2 is either understood as the stochastic integrals with respect to two-parameter processes of the first type, or in the mean-square sense, as in [27] ; see §6.3.
In the literature, several types of stochastic integrals with respect to two-parameter processes have been defined. The first type of integral was first defined for two-parameter Brownian sheets by Cairoli [5] (see also [46] ), generalizing the definition of Ito's integral directly. It was generalized to n-parameter Brownian sheets by Wong and Zakai [51] and to general martingales by Cairoli and
Walsh [6] . Even more generalization appears in Wong and Zakai [52] . We refer to Koshnevisan [26] for a relatively complete review. The important property we apply here is the isometry property, analogous to the Ito isometry property.
Remark 3.3
We remark that if the service-time c.d.f. F is discontinuous, the processX 2 defined
is only continuous in t, but not in y, and in fact, it is not even in the space D D . The continuity of X 2 andQ t in t can be obtained as in Lemma 5.1 of [27] . To see thatX 2 need not be in D D , suppose that F is the mixture of two point masses y 1 > 0 and y 2 > 0. Then, applying (4.1) below, we see that, for each t ≥ 0,X 2 (t, y) = 0 for all y ≥ 0 except y 1 and y 2 , so thatX 2 (t, ·) / ∈ D. That property follows from (4.1) because ∆K(t 1 , t 2 , x 1 , x 2 ) = 0 for 0 < x 1 < x 2 unless either y 1 < x 1 < y 2 or x 1 < y 1 < x 2 < y 2 . That means that the random measure attaches all mass on the strips x = y 1 and x = y 2 . Incidentally, in this example,X 2 (t, ·) is an element of the space E in Chapter 15 of [48] . That explains why we split the general distribution into a mixture of a discrete distribution and a continuous distribution.
We now establish additional results in the standard case for the fluid limits. In particular, we will obtain an analog of the classic result for the M/GI/∞ model, stating that in steady state both the elapsed service times and the residual service times are distributed as mutually independent random variables, each with c.d.f. F e in (3.4). We will see that the limiting empirical age distribution is precisely F e , just as is true for the prelimit processes with a Poisson arrival process.
Corollary 3.1 (the standard case) Consider the standard case in whichā(t) = λt, t ≥ 0, and A = λc 2 a B a , where B a is a standard BM. Assume that the service-time distribution F has finite mean µ −1 . Under Assumptions 1 and 2, the limits in (3.5) hold with
Characterizing the Limit Processes
We now show that the two-parameter queue-length limit processes,Q r (t, y) andQ e (t, y), constitute continuous Brownian analogs of the Poisson-random-measure representation for the M/GI/∞ model [10] . (But the limit is only identical to the limit for the M/GI/∞ model when c 2 a = 1.) A key role here is played by the transformed Kiefer processK(t, x) ≡ U (t, F (x)) = W (t, F (x)) − F (x)W (t, 1). Any finite number ofK-increments,
for 0 ≤ t 1 < t 2 and 0 ≤ x 1 < x 2 , are independent random variables provided that the rectangles
We only treatQ r here. If the limit processÂ has independent increments, then so doesQ r , provided that it is viewed as a function-valued process with the argument t. The limit processeŝ i (t 1 , t 2 , y), for i = 1, 2, and t 2 > t 1 ≥ 0, 
If, in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 3.2, the limit processÂ has independent increments, which occurs in the standard case of Corollary 3.1, whereÂ is a BM, then the two random variables on the right in (4.2) are independent in each case. Moreover, the four processes {X c,r
and {Q r (t, ·) : t ≥ 0} all have independent increments, and are thus Markov processes (with respect to the argument t).
Proof. The decomposition forX c,r
2) is by direct construction, as in Figure 1 . The independent-increments property is inherited fromK c ,Â c and
We now show that the limit processes are Gaussian ifÂ is Gaussian, which again is the case if A is BM. For nonstationary non-Poisson arrival processes (G t ), we can construct such G t processes (or just think of them) by letting the original arrival processes {A n (t) : t ≥ 0} be defined by A n (t) ≡Ã(nā(t)), t ≥ 0, whereÃ ≡ {Ã(t) : t ≥ 0} is a rate-1 stationary (or asymptotically stationary) stochastic point process, such thatÃ satisfies a FCLT with limit c 2 a B a , where B a is a standard BM. As a consequence, a natural Gaussian limit process isÂ(t) ≡ c 2 a B a (ā(t)), t ≥ 0. Indeed, this occurs for the familiar M t case, for which c 2 a = 1.
Theorem 4.2 (Gaussian property)
If, in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 3.2, the limit processÂ is Gaussian, then the limit processesQ t ,Q e ,Q r ,D,V r ,V t in (3.13) are all continuous Gaussian processes. IfÂ(t) = c 2 a B a (ā(t)) for t ≥ 0, where B a is a standard BM, then for each fixed t ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0,
Proof. It is obvious that the limit processes are Gaussian when the limit arrival processÂ is Gaussian. We only need to derive the variance formulas. We will use (3.19) to calculate them and the mutual independence between the three terms in the expression ofQ r gives σ 2 q,r (t, y) = σ 2 1,r (t, y) + σ 2 2,c,r (t, y) + σ 2 3,r (t, y), where
. By Ito's isometry, we have
HavingX c,r 2 well-defined with continuous paths follows from the definition of stochastic integral with respect to the Brownian sheet of the first type. It clearly has mean 0. Its variance is given by
where the second equality uses the identity U (x, y) = W (x, y) − yW (x, 1), and the third equality uses the isometry property of the stochastic integral of the first type with respect to two-parameter Brownian sheets and also the isometry property of the stochastic Ito's integral.
Notice that
Then, simple algebra calculation gives the final expression for σ 2 q,r (t, y). Similar argument applies to the calculation of σ 2 q,e (t, y). For the variance ofŴ r (t, y), by the independence ofX r 1 (t, y),X c,r
Then by an analogous argument, we obtain the variance ofŴ r (t, y).
We remark that, for Theorem 4.2, we could also have used an argument analogous to Lemma 5.1 in [27] by understanding the integral inX c,r 2 as a mean-square limit ( §6.3). However, our approach here by applying properties of stochastic integrals of the first type with respect to two-parameter Brownian sheets simplifies the proof. Paralleling the result in Lemma 5.1 [27] , we can easily check the prelimit variables Q r n (t, y) and Q e n (t, y) are Poisson random variables for each t and y.) Moreover, as in the Poisson arrival case, for each t ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0,Q r (t, y) is distributed the same as the limit ofQ
where {η i (t, y) : i ≥ 1} is a sequence of i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with 6) which are independent of the total queue lengthQ t n (t).
Proof. We need to justify (4.5). First, we note that this is the asymptotic generalization of an exact relation for Poisson arrivals; e.g., see Theorem 2.1 of [15] . Here we start by defining
for each t ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0. (In passing, we remark that Q r n (t, y) d = Q r n (t, y) in the special case of a nonhomogeneous (M t ) arrival process, but not more generally.) By the FWLLN, the fluid scaled processesQ r n (t, y) converge to the fluid limitq r (t, y) as n → ∞:
We can writeQ r n (t, y) in (4.5) aŝ
By FCLT for random walks with i. 
where σ 2 3 (t, y) ≡f r,c (t, y)(1 −f r,c (t, y)) and B 3 is a standard Brownian motion, independent of Q t (t). Thus,Q r (t, y) is Gaussian with mean 0 and variance
SinceQ r (t, y) andQ r (t, y) are both Gaussian with the same mean and variance,Q r (t, y) andQ r (t, y)
are equal in distribution. When the arrival process is M t , Q r n (t, y) has a Poisson distribution for each n, t and y, so that the variance equals the mean. Since c 2 a = 1, the limit must be the same here as in the M t case.
We emphasize that Corollary 4.1 is consistent with known results for the M t /GI/∞ model.
The asymptotic equivalence to the random sum in (4.5) and (4.6) is the asymptotic analog of the property for the M t /GI/∞ model that, conditional on the number of customers in the system, the remaining service times are distributed as i.i. d. random variables with c.d.f.f r,c (t, ·) ; e.g., see
Theorem 2.1 of [15] . This property does not hold for c 2 a = 1.
Corollary 4.2 (the standard case) Ifā(t) = λt andÂ = λc 2 a B a , then the variances ofQ r (t, y) andQ e (t, y) are
q,e (y), t, y ≥ 0.
and V ar(Q t (t)) = λ t 0 F c (s)ds → λ/µ as t → ∞.
Initial Conditions
So far, we considered only new arrivals. Now we consider customers in the system initially. Like the generality of the service-time c.d.f., the initial conditions present technical difficulties. Our assumptions will be similar to those made in [27] and to those for the new arrivals in §2. However, these assumptions are less realistic here. Thus, for applications, it is good that the relevance of the initial conditions decreases as time evolves, because we can think of the system starting in the distant past with just new arrivals, so that we will be able to approximate the two-parameter processes by the Markov limit processes.
We assume that the remaining service times of the customers initially in the system are i.i. which is independent of both the arrival processes and the initial conditions. We now give sufficient conditions to get these limits.
Assumptions for the Initial Conditions. (ii) a random variableQ i,t such that
Paralleling Lemma 2.1, we have the representation result. 
where B 0 is a Brownian bridge, independent ofQ i,t .
We can combine Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 5.1 to treat the total number of customers in the system at time t with residual service times strictly greater than y, which we denote by Q 
2 andX d,r are given in (3.16).
Proof of the FCLT
We now prove the FCLT in Theorem 3.2. First, the joint convergence of the processes
follows from Theorem 9.5.1 in [48] . For the subsystem with discrete service-time distribution, the limits follow from an easy extension of [14] . In [14] , the convergence to the limitX d,r (t, y) is proved in the space D for each fixed y ≥ 0, however, the convergence can be easily generalized to be in the space D D since the limit processÂ is assumed to be continuous here (Assumption 1). Since the
it suffices to show that the mapping φ :
is continuous in the Skorohod J 1 topology and then apply the continuous mapping theorem. Moreover, in order to proveŴ
n (t, y) can be written aŝ
we need to prove the continuity of the mapping ψ :
Since the limitÂ is continuous, it suffices to show the uniform continuity of the mapping ψ on compact intervals, which follows from a direct argument. Thus, we will only focus on the subsystem with continuous service-time distributions. For notational convenience, we will simply suppose that F in Assumption 2 is continuous such that F c = F ,Â c n =Â n and similarly for other processes. In particular, we writeX c,r 1 andX c,r 2 simply asX 1 andX 2 , respectively. One might hope to obtain a very fast proof by applying the continuous mapping theorem with an appropriate continuous mapping. That would seem to be possible, because both the initial stochastic integral in (2.10) and the representation in Lemma 2.1 show that the scaled residual service queue-length processQ r n can be regarded as the image of a deterministic function h :
under Assumptions 1 and 2, we would expect that corresponding limits forQ r n and the other processes would follow directly from an appropriate continuous mapping theorem. Unfortunately, the connecting map is complicated, being in the form of a stochastic integral, with the limit of the componentX n,2 involving a twodimensional stochastic integral. In fact, we will show below that we can easily treat the component X n,1 via the representation (3.21). However,X n,2 presents a problem. Unfortunately, the general results of weak convergence of stochastic integrals and differential equations in [28, 31, 29] does not seem to apply. Thus, instead, we will follow [27] and prove the convergence in the classical way, by proving tightness and convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions. (See [41] for a different way.)
For us, the first step is to get convergence for the processR n jointly with (Â n ,K n ) by exploiting the composition map for a random time change, paralleling §13.2 of [48] ; see [44] for extensions to D D . Starting from (Â n ,K n ) ⇒ (Â,K), we first obtain (Â n ,Ā n ,K n ) ⇒ (Â,ā,K) by applying (2.1) and Theorem 11.4.5 of [48] . We then apply the continuous mapping theorem for composition applied in the space D D , where the composition is with respect to the first component ofK n , and the limitā andK are both continuous (in the first component forK). That yields
, F (x)) for t ≥ 0 and x ≥ 0. SinceR does not involveÂ, we see thatÂ n andR n are asymptotically independent. Necessarily, then the processesX n,1 andX n,2
are asymptotically independent as well.
We use the classical method for establishing the limit
We show convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions and tightness. We get tightness for {(Â n ,Ā n ,K n ,R n ) : n ≥ 1} from the convergence in (6.1). We use the fact that tightness on product spaces is equivalent to tightness on each of the component spaces; see Theorem 11.6.7 of [48] . Since we can writeX n,1 as (3.21), the tightness and convergence ofX n,1 ⇒X 1 in D D can be obtained directly by applying continuous mapping theorem if we can prove the mapping defined in (3.21) fromÂ n toX n,1 is continuous in D D . We will prove the continuity of this mapping in D D in §6.1. We then establish tightness for {(X n,1 ,X n,2 ) : n ≥ 1} in §6.2 and the required convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions associated with {(X n,1 ,X n,2 ) : n ≥ 1} in §6.3. Given the limit in (6.2), the rest of the limits in parts (a) and (b) follows from the continuous mapping theorem. The limit in part (c) is an application of convergence preservation for composition with linear centering as in Corollary 13.3.2 of [48] . The component limits require finite second moments.
Continuity of the Representation forX n,1 in D D
In this section, we prove the continuity of the mapping φ :
for x ∈ D and t, y ≥ 0. By (3.21) and (3.16), we haveX n,1 (t, y) = φ(Â n )(t, y) andX 1 (t, y) = φ(Â)(t, y). such that ||x n − x • λ n || T → 0 and ||λ n − e|| T → 0 as n → ∞, where e(t) = t for all t ≥ 0 and
suffices to show that
The third term in the third inequality follows from the uniform continuity of the integrator because 
Tightness
In this section, we establish tightness for the sequence of scaled processes in (3.13) . It suffices to prove tightness of the sequences of processes {X n,1 : n ≥ 1} and {X n,2 : n ≥ 1} in D D . By Assumption 1, the sequence of processes {Â n : n ≥ 1} is tight. The tightness of {X n,1 } follows from the continuity of the mapping φ in D D . It remains to show the tightness of {X n,2 } and then
we obtain tightness of the sequences of processes {Q r n : n ≥ 1} and {Q r n : n ≥ 1} using the fact that tightness of product spaces is equivalent to the tightness on each of the component spaces. n ≥ 1}, {X n,2 : n ≥ 1}, {Q r n : n ≥ 1} and {Q r n : n ≥ 1} are individually and jointly tight.
In order to prove the tightness of {X n,2 : n ≥ 1} defined in (2.14), we will closely follow the approach in [27] , but we must adjust to the tightness criteria in D D . The following tightness criteria are adapted to D D from Theorem 3.8.6 of Ethier and Kurtz [11] . For a review of tightness criteria for processes in the space D, see [50] . 
where
and any one of the following
(ii) For all δ > 0, and all uniformly bounded sequences {τ n : n ≥ 1} where for each n, τ n is a stopping time with respect to the natural filtration F n = {F n (t), t ∈ [0, T ]} where F n (t) = σ{X n (s, ·) : 0 ≤ s ≤ t}, there exists a constant β > 0 such that
or (ii') For all δ > 0, there exist a constant β and random variables γ n (δ) ≥ 0 such that for each n, w.p.1, For all δ n ↓ 0 and for all uniformly bounded sequences {τ n : n ≥ 1}, where for each n, τ n is a stopping time with respect to the natural filtration
We will also need to generalize the tightness criteria in Lemma VI.3.32 in [22] for processes in the space D to those in the space D D as in the following lemma, and its proof also follows from that in [22] with inequalities for the modulus of continuity for functions in the space D D . We first give a decomposition of the processX n,2 for each n. Following [27] , we can writê
We remark that we need not consider the left-hand limit ofR n in the second argument, as was done in [27] , since the service-time c.d.f F is assumed to be continuous, while F is allowed to be discontinuous in [27] . Hence,X n,2 can be written aŝ X n,2 (t, y) =Ĝ n (t, y) +Ĥ n (t, y), for t ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0, (6.4)
Thus, the tightness of {X n,2 } follows from the tightness of {Ĝ n } and {Ĥ n }. We will establish their tightness in the following two lemmas.
Lemma 6.3 Under Assumptions 1 and 2 (F is continuous), the sequence of processes
Proof. We will apply Lemma 6.2. We define the sequence of processes {Ĝ ǫ n : n ≥ 1}, for some ǫ ∈ (0, 1), byĜ
We will prove that {Ĝ ǫ n : n ≥ 1} is tight in D D and 8) for each δ > 0 and T > 0, and thus will conclude that the sequence {Ĝ n } is tight in D D by Lemma 6.2. It is easy to see that (6.8) follows easily from (3.23) in [27] . So we only need to prove the tightness of the sequence of processes {Ĝ ǫ n : n ≥ 1}. Recall thatR n (t + y − x, x) =Û n (Ā n (t + y − x), F (x)). By (2.1) andÛ n ⇒ U in (2.5) as n → ∞, and by applying the continuous mapping theorem to the composition map ofÛ n with respect to the first argument (Theorem 13.2.2, [48] ), we obtain
as n → ∞. The weak convergence of {R n : n ≥ 1} in D D implies that {R n : n ≥ 1} is stochastically bounded, so the integral representation ofĜ ǫ n in terms ofR n in (6.7) implies that {Ĝ ǫ n : n ≥ 1} is also stochastically bounded in D D . We apply Theorem 6.2 to prove the tightness of {Ĝ ǫ n : n ≥ 1} in D D . In this case, it is convenient to use the sufficient criterion in the remark right after Theorem 6.2.
where N includes all the null sets. Note that the filtration G n satisfies the usual conditions (Chapter 1, [24] and proof of Lemma 3.1 in [27] ). Let δ n ↓ 0 and {τ n : n ≥ 1} be a uniformly bounded sequence, where for each n, τ n is a stopping times with respect to the filtration G n . Then, it suffices to show that
Consider any sequence of nondecreasing homeomorphism {λ n : n ≥ 1} on [0, T ] such that lim n→∞ λ n (y) = y uniformly in y ∈ [0, T ]. We want to show that the following holds:
as n → ∞, where the first and the second terms converge to 0 by the stochastic boundedness and weak convergence ofR n in D D , and because τ n is uniformly bounded, λ n (y) converges to y uniformly in [0, T ], and δ n ↓ 0 as n → ∞. Hence, the processes {Ĝ ǫ n } are tight in D D and the proof is completed.
Lemma 6.4 Under Assumptions 1 and 2 (F is continuous), the sequence of processes {Ĥ n : n ≥ 1} ≡ {{Ĥ n (t, y) :
Proof. As in Lemma 3.7 in [27] , we write the processĤ n aŝ
We will apply Theorem 6.2 to prove the tightness of {Ĥ n : n ≥ 1} in D D . In this case, it is convenient to use criterion (ii) in Theorem 6.2. We will first prove that this criterion holds, and then prove the stochastic boundedness of the sequence of processes {Ĥ n : n ≥ 1}.
Let H n = {H n (t) : t ∈ [0, T ]} be a filtration defined by
where N includes all the null sets. The filtration H n satisfies the usual conditions (see p. 254 in [27] ).
Let δ > 0 and {κ n : n ≥ 1} be a uniformly bounded sequence, where for each n, κ n is a stopping time with respect to the filtration H n . It suffices to show that
Define the processesĤ n,i ≡ {Ĥ n,i (t, y) : t, y ≥ 0} bŷ
As in Lemma 3.5 in [27] , one can check that for each fixed y and for each i, the process {Ĥ n,i (t, y) : t ≥ 0} is a square integrable martingale with respect to the filtration H n and it has predictable quadratic variation
and that the H n martingalesĤ n,i (·, y) andĤ n,j (·, y) for each fixed y are orthogonal for i = j.
Thus, for each fixed y and constant K > 0, the processĤ
is an H n square integrable martingale with predictable quadratic variation
for t ≥ 0. By the SLLN,
So for each fixed y, the sequence of quadratic variations { Ĥ (K) n (·, y) : n ≥ 1} is C-tight by the continuity ofā (Recall that a sequence {Y n } is said to be C-tight if it is tight and the limit of any convergent subsequence must have continuous sample paths.). It follows by Theorem 3.6 in [50] that the sequence {Ĥ
n (·, y) : n ≥ 1} is C-tight for each fixed y. Now, to prove (6.10), we have
where the equality holds by the dominated convergence and by stochastic boundedness of A n . The first term converges to 0 as n → ∞ and δ ↓ 0 by the assumptions on κ n and λ n and C-tightness of
: n ≥ 1}. We conclude that the second term converges to 0 by observinĝ
Thus we obtain (6.10).
Now we prove the stochastic boundedness of {Ĥ n : n ≥ 1} in D D . We observe that for each n, each sample path of the processĤ n is bounded by that of the processH n defined bỹ
The stochastic boundedness of {H n : n ≥ 1} in D D follows directly from the proof of Lemma 3.7
in [27] . Therefore, {Ĥ n : n ≥ 1} is stochastically bounded, so that tightness of {Ĥ n : n ≥ 1} in D D is proved.
Convergence of the Finite-Dimensional Distributions
In this section, we complete the proof of the convergence (X n,1 ,X n,2 ) ⇒ (
proving that the finite-dimensional distributions of (X n,1 ,X n,2 ) converge to those of (X 1 ,X 2 ) since we have proved the tightness of {(X n,1 ,X n,2 ) : n ≥ 1} in §6.2. We will mostly have to deal witĥ X n,2 , since we have already shown convergence ofX n,1 . Our argument forX n,2 will also enable us to establish joint convergence of the two finite-dimensional distributions.
Lemma 6.5 Under Assumptions 1 and 2 (F is continuous), the finite-dimensional distributions of (X n,1 ,X n,2 ) converge to those of (X 1 ,X 2 ) as n → ∞.
Proof. First of all, we understand the integralsX n,2 in (2.14) andX 2 (≡X c,r
2 ) in (3.16) as mean-square integrals, so that they can be represented aŝ Hence, we easily obtain the convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions ofX n,2,k to those ofX 2,k as n → ∞, sinceā and F are both continuous by Assumptions 1 and 2, and the finitedimensional distributions ofÛ n converge to those of U as n → ∞ and U is continuous.
Moreover, sinceK n (Û n ) and A n are independent by Assumptions 1 and 2,X n,2,k andX n,1 are independent, and since the limit processesX 2,k andX 1 are also independent, we obtain the joint convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions of (X n,1 ,X n,2,k ) to those of (X 1 ,X 2,k ) as n → ∞.
Now it suffices to show that the difference betweenX n,2,k andX n,2,k is asymptotically negligible in probability as n → ∞, and the difference betweenX n,2 andX n,2,k is is asymptotically negligible in probability as n → ∞ and k → ∞, i.e., We obtain (6.13) easily from Assumption 1 and (2.5) sinceā and U are continuous. Now we proceed to prove (6.14). We will follow a martingale approach argument similar to the one used in Lemma 5.3 of [27] , which relies on their technical Lemma 5.2. Fortunately, for our two-parameter processes, the conditions of Lemma 5.2 [27] are satisfied by fixing the second argument. We have for t, y ≥ 0 and Υ > 0, P (|X n,2,k (t, y) −X n,2 (t, y)| > ǫ)
≤ P (Ā n (t) > Υ) + P (|X n,2,k (t, y) −X n,2 (t, y)| > ǫ,Ā n (t) ≤ Υ). (6.15) On {Ā n (t) ≤ Υ}, X n,2,k (t, y) −X n,2 (t, y) = t ≥ 0} is a square integrable martingale with respect to the filtration F n = {F n (t), t ≥ 0}, where Therefore, by the stochastic boundedness ofĀ n , (6.14) is proved. That concludes the demonstration that the finite-dimensional distributions of (X n,1 ,X n,2 ) converge to those of (X 1 ,X 2 ) as n → ∞.
